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Titel THE PROGRESS AND EFFICIENCY ON SFR

Work study from SFR project

Summary

The present work study was carried out by Mr Li Shisen, a visiting schoolar from the

Chinese Ministry of Water Resources and Electric Power. It comprehends an analysis of

construction management at the work site of SFR, the final repository for low and

medium level nuclear waste, situated in Forsmark.

The period of analysis is 1985. During this year, the most intensive part of the rock

excavation work of totaly 430,000 solid cubic metres took place. Many tunnels and big

chambers as well as a huge silo were driven.

Many drawings and figures are given to show how the project was going on and how the

construction efficiency was during the year of 1985.

SFR is a highly mechanized underground project. Based on the analysis of the composi-

tion of the construction costs in SFR, the work study points out that the machine costs is

the biggest part in the construction costs, and that there is a close relation between the

construction costs and machine management. Some experience in reducing construction

costs and some experience in construction management are introduced in detail.

In order to improve the machine management, attention should be paid to increase the

utilization ratio of machines. A preliminary study of time utilization ratio of drill jumbo

and bolting rig is given.
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Sammanfattning

Föreliggande studie har utförts av Mr Li Shisen, gästforskare från Folk-

republiken Kinas ministerium för vattenresurser och elkraftförsörjning.

Studien omfattar en analys av ledning och utförande av anläggnings-

arbetena för SFR i Forsmark, underjordiskt slutförvar för läg- och medel-

aktivt reaktoravfall.

Analysperioden är 1985 och omfattar det mest intensiva skedet av berg-

arbetena. Total utsprängd volym för SFR blir ca 430 000 m^ (teoretiskt

fast mått). Anläggningen bestar av ett flertal tunnlar och stora bergsalar

samt en mycket stor silo.

Flera skisser och diagram presenteras, som visar bergai-betenas fortskri-

dande och produktionens effektivitet på byggplatsen under år 1985.

SFR är ett högmekaniserat underjordiskt byggnadsprojekt. Studien presen-

terar en analys av byggnadskostnadernas struktur, varur framgår att

maskinkostnaden utgör den största delen av byggnadskostnaderna och att

det finns ett starkt samband mellan byggnadskostnadernas storlek och

hanteringen av maskinresurserna. Studien ger detaljerad erfarenhetsåter-

föring med avseende på möjligheter att uppnå låga byggnadskostnader och

att driva bergarbetena rationellt.

För att uppnå en optimal hantering av maskinresurserna är det viktigt att

öka maskinernas utnyttjningsgrad. En preliminär beräkning av utnyttjnings-

graden för de använda hydrauliska bergborrningsaggregaten och för ett av

bergbultningsaggregaten presenteras i studien.
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Preface

With the help of Swedish State Power Board, I had an opportunity to take

part in the construction of SFR for about one year. SFR is the first nuclear

waste storage located in hard rock in the world. This year was the busiest

period of the project in rock excavation work. In this work study, I mainly

describe the progress of SFR during 1985, try to do some analysis about

construction cost, sum up some experience in improvement of economic

result.

When I prepared this article, I got help from G. Schiitz, L-O Nilsson, and

H. Borell and some experts in Racksta. I express my heartfelt thanks to

them and Swedish State Power Board.

Li Shisen

from Chinese Ministry of Water

Resources and Electric Power

December 1985 Stockholm



1 BRIEF INTRODUCTION OF SFR

SFR is a final repository for low and medium-level nuclear wastes. This

project is located at very good rock formation about 50 to 120 m below the

sea bed near Forsmark. For the planning of the first stage, the project

consists of two access tunnels with length of 1200 m each, a big silo with

diameter of 30 m and height of 70 m, four big rock chambers, and some

communication tunnels (Fig. 1). The total quantity of rock excavated

during the first construction stage amounts to 430,000 cubic metres, and

the overall length of tunnels, rock chambers, silo and shafts is 4500 m. The

excavation of the two access tunnels began in October of 1983. The

excavation of all the tunnels, silo, rock chambers and shafts wil l be

finished at the middle of March 1986. Then the concrete and installation

works need about one and half years. The whole work of the first stage is

going to be finished in 1987. The further expansion of the project will go on

around the year 2000. SFR will be the first nuclear waste repository

located in hard rock in the world. Total investment is going to be

700,000,000 SEK for the first stage.

The main works are undertaken by direct labour force employed by the

Swedish State Power Board and subcontractors are hired for conventional

construction works.
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Figure 1 The layout of SFR project



2 THE PROGRESS OF SFR

In October of 1983 the two access tunnels (BT and DT) began to be

excavated simultaneously after three months of preparing and open cut

excavation. After the two tunnels were driven to 200 metres away from

their ports, there was a weak zone called the Singo fault. Its width was

several tens metres. Water inflow was one of the serious problems. During

that period, many effective measures which had been planned in advance

were taken, e.g. pilot drilling, pre-grouting, fore-poling of the next round,

reduced advance of driving per round, and shotcreting with steel fibre,

reinforcing bars and net as soon as possible after blasting. In this way, the

two tunnels passed through the weak zone smoothly with a monthly

advance of 50 m on average in each tunnel.

Since the beginning of 1985, the pace of the construction has been

increasing month by month. There were only four fronts in January (Fig. 2),

not long after i t increased to eight (Fig. 3). So the volume of excavation

work increased all the time.

In January the excavation of a communication tunnel (T.T) which connect-

ed the four big rock chambers and a construction tunnel (N.B.T) which went

to the bottom of the silo began. At the same time, it was a matter of

urgency to prolong a construction tunnel (S.T.T) to the top of the silo as

quickly as possible because the deadline was set for the beginning of the

silo excavation (see Figure 3). After the excavation work is finished, there

will stil l remain a large amount of concrete works and complicated

installation works to be carried out. The silo is the most important part of

the SFR project. It is also one of the largest rock caverns excavated in

Sweden.

Before the excavation of the silo began, a lot of investigation holes had

been drilled. These holes reached different places which the silo wall was

very close to. Some extensometers were installed in those holes for

measuring the deformation of rock during the excavation of the silo and

long-term deformation.
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Figure 2 a The progress of SFR
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Figure 2 b The progress of SFR



In early March, the top silo excavation began (Fig. 3). The first step was

rough-profiled excavation of the dome using hydraulic drill jumbos (Fig. 4).

One month later, the second step, i.e. the fine-profiled excavation follow-

ed, using pneumatic pusher leg drills. As soon as the excavation of the

dome was finished, reinforcing was quickly done within two weeks. More

than 200 3.8 m long bolts were installed, 200 cubic metres of shotcrete was

sprayed. An extensometer was buried in the central point of the roof. At

the later part of May, a contractor started on the long-hole drilling of the

central hole (Fig. 5). The diameter of the central hole was 14 m. 42 long-

holes were 50 m each, and could reach the bottom of the silo. It took one

month for the contractor to finish the long-hole drilling. In the middle of

June the construction tunnel (N.B.T) approached to the bottom of the silo

(Fig. 3). That offered precondition for the blasting of the central hole.

Figure 3 The time schedule of the tunnelling
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Figure 5 The excavation of the silo
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The blasting work was arranged in July (because it was summer holiday). It

was expected to reduce the disturbances to other works during that period.

According to the spiral ignition sequence designed by Nitro Nobel, the rock

was broken down in a spiral way, developing from the bottom to the top.

On August 1 this central shaft with a diameter of 14 m was broken through.

But the broken rock still remained within the shaft (Fig. 5). This rock would

be mucked out from the bottom of the shaft together with the rock

excavated from the annular part of the silo by benching from top to

bottom.

In BTF1, BTF2, BLA, BMA, the four big rock chambers, the excavation

works were very busy in the second half of the year. This part of the work

was another key point to SFR because these rock chambers have quite

large dimensions and with a lot of concrete and installation works. The

section area was ranged from 125 to 300 square metres (in some section,

the area is about 360 m^), and the volume of excavation for these

chambers amounts to 1/3 of the total volume of rock excavated in SFR.

The more heading excavation and roof reinforcement were finished, the

earlier the lower bench excavation could begin.

From September the annular bench excavation began in the silo. The muck

was thrown to the central shaft, then sank down to the bottom of the silo.

In this way the excavation and mucking could go on fast. Normally, it took

6 days to finish the drilling and blasting for the 6 m deep annular bench,

and took another 3 to 4 days to do the reinforcement and mucking. The

whole round took two weeks.

August and September were the peak period for SFR excavation. The

average daily volume of rock excavated was 1480 cubic metres. Several

economic index reached the best level of this year (see Figure 12-13).

3 PERSONNEL AND EQUIPMENT

There were about 78 persons working underground:

43 men were engaged in tunnel excavation (drilling, blasting, scaling)

22 men for rock support work

7 mechanics for the daily machine service

8 electricians.
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As to the loading, hauling, part of the silo excavation, and road construc-

tion, several subcontractors were engaged in these works.

SFR was an underground project in which the highly mechanized construc-

tion method was adopted. There were many kinds of machines and

equipment that were produced in recent years.

There were three Atlas Copco hydraulic drill jumbos (Promec TH 531)

equipped with four BUT 35 booms and COP 1038 HD rock drills, two

crawler drill rigs (ROC-302), two* mechanized rock bolting rigs (a Boltec

370, a Promec BH 534) made by Atlas Copco, a Furuholmen shotcreting

robot, a grouting machine, one scaling machine a Akerman H 12 equipped

with hydraulic hammer Montabert BRH 125, some Kiruna trucks (K250 and

K501), Engson 666 B Dumpers, some platforms and loaders (Briiyt X-4L and

CAT 988). Many of them were hired from Vattenfall, a few were hired

from other private companies. The subcontractor doing transportation

works brought some Volvo trucks and CAT loaders to the SFR work site.

Most of the workers were well-trained. They had a lot of experience in

tunnelling job.

In SFR, tunnelling was carried out two 7.2 hour shifts per day, five work

days a week, and rock support work normally carried out at night shift.

4 THE MAIN INDEXES OF CONSTRUCTION EFFICIENCY AND OF

ECONOMIC EFFICIENCY

4.1 Index of construction efficiency

A. The maximum volume of excavation (with three hydraulic drill jumbos)

Monthly 31,258 m3 (in September)

Weekly 7,033 m? (in W 39)

Average daily 1,456 m^ (from August to October)
(All of above is real solid volume)

The Promec BH 534 mechanized bolting rig was hired in February of

1985. It is going to be returned back at end of this year.
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B. The maximum advance rate for a tunnel:

At Nedre Bygg Tunnel (N.B.T) with the section area of 48 m^
Monthly 100 m (from March 3 to April 3)

Weekly 25 m (in W 13)

C. The drilling capacity of the hydraulic drill jumbo

"Non-stop" (i.e. during short term) drilling capacity per boom - 54
DM/h
"Practical" (i.e. during long term) drilling capacity per boom - 33-45

DM/h

(See 9).

D. The best round

At N.B.T., 14.5 hour was recorded.

E. The maximum capacity of bolting rig

Ki i^w , •>!<;•; U~II.» (Promec BH 534) - 1,170 bolts
Monthly 2,155 bolts ^ ^ ^Q) _ 9 0 5 ^
ujaoMu <;•*•; u~n.» (Promec BH 534) - 287 bolts
Weekly 535 bolts ( B o U e c 3 7 0 ) _ 2 4 8 ^ ^( B o U e c 3 7 0 ) _ 2 4 8

Daily 81 bolts (Promec BH 534) (3 shifts)
75 bolts (Boltec 370) (3 shifts)

In a shift* 42 bolts (Promec BH 534)
38 bolts (Boltec 370)

F. Maximum loading capacity of a loader (CAT 980 C)

Hourly 148 m^ (real solid volume)
Weekly 7,000 m^ (real solid volume)

4.2 Index of economic efficiency

A. The cost for tunnelling, i.e. drilling, blasting, loading, hauling, and

scaling.

200-220 SEK/m3

* The long-term bolting capacity in a shift was 20 to 25 bolts
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B. Specific drilling 1.4 - 1.8 DM/rrv*

C. Specific charging 1.07 - 1.3 kg/m3

*D . The time utilization ratio of the three hydraulic

drill jumbos 60-80%

* * E . The time utilization ratio of the two bolting rigs 46-58%

* See 9

* * See 10

5 THE COMPOSITION OF THE CONSTRUCTION COST IN SFR

5.1 The total construction cost includes following costs

A. Labour costs with an addition of social costs.

B. Costs for hiring of machines and equipment, and also for repairing

carried out at the site workshop.

C. Materials and spare parts including freight and storage.

D. Subcontractors.

Costs do not include

A. Administration and planning

B. Electric power

C. Worksite upkeep, such as roads, power transmission lines, and housing

The construction cost can be divided into two main parts: the costs for

tunnelling and the costs for reinforcement. In SFR project, about 70% of

the construction cost is used for tunnelling. The rest 30% for reinforce-

ment.
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Composition of the costs for tunnelling percentage

Labour (I) (for drilling and blasting)

Labour (I!) (for mucking)

Machine (for tunnelling)

Explosive

Drill steel rod, bits, and grinding of bits

Ventilation, water and drainage system

25%

7%

40%

14%

5%

9%

Total 100%

Figure 6 a The composition of the costs for tunnelling

Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 show the composition of the costs for tunnelling and for

reinforcement respectively.

Ejuipinent

/
/ • , • . / / /

I Materials i ' I i *
I jar r«-i«|orcemtot(

Figure 7

The composition of the

costs for reinforcement

Figure 6 b The composition of

the costs for tunnelling

5.2 Some comments

A. Costs for tunnelling is about 70% of the construction cost.

This figure shows that tunnelling is the main part of the work in a

underground project. As to SFR, because of its high standard, the costs

for reinforcement are higher than at some other underground projects.

B. Costs for machine, for labour (I), and for explosive are the three main

parts of the tunnelling cost (see Figure 6 b).
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6 THE COMPOSITION OF MACHINE COSTS IN SFR

6.1 Machine costs occupy the biggest percentage in construction costs

SFR is a underground project where high level of mechanization for all

kinds of works is adapted. The total machine costs (for tunnelling and

reinforcement) occupies 36% of the construction costs.

6.2 Some comments

A. Costs for the three drill

jumbos is 40% of the

total machine costs (see

Figure 8).

B. Costs for loaders and

trucks is 22% of the

total machine costs.

C. Costs for the bolting rigs

is 9.5% of the total ma-

chine costs.

Prill Jumbos

Figure 8

The composition of machine costs

These are the three main

parts of the machine cost,

occupying 70% of the

machine costs.

7 SOME EXPERIENCE IN REDUCING COSTS

7.1 How to reduce the machine costs

The basic experience is to organize the machines well to make them

(especially the heavy type machines) running at an as high as possible time

utilization ratio.

That can start with selecting the right type and the right number of

machines, as well as paying attention to the machine service and flexible

arrangement of the machines.
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7.1.1 The type of the machine should be suitable to the working

condition of the project

It was the best choice to use four boom hydraulic drill jumbo for SFR

because there were many big tunnels, niches, and caverns, varying not only

in size, but also in shape. The smallest size of tunnel was 48 square metres.

Four boom jumbo can do ful l face driving efficiently at those sizes of the

tunnels. When cylinder cuts employed, Atlas Copco hydraulic dril l jumbo

has advantage of parallel holding, automatic stop of drilling, and automatic

retraction, anti-jamming protection, and so on. Two operators can easily

control the four booms, getting very high productivity.

7.1.2 Different combinations of loading machine with trucks could offer

different mucking capacity

In large cavern and tunnel (area > 48 m2) with not very long distance of

transportation, heavy type wheel loader and trackless transport is a kind of

good combination for mucking.

As to the trucks, SFR made a careful comparison between Engson 666 B

Dumper and Kiruna truck (K250 and K501) that both were available at the

site. Because the inclination of the access tunnels was a l i t t le too high for

Engson 666 B (about 1:7), the truck had lower speed and smaller capacity

compared with the Kiruna trucks. The operation cost of Engson dumper

became a l i t t le bit higher than that of K250.

Kiruna K501 is a very powerful truck. It can carry twice as much as the

Engson 666 B can do, but has very compact body and can run quite fast in

spite of the high inclination of the road. Of course, it has the lowest

operation cost among the three types of trucks. After the comparison

among them, SFR decided to give up using Engson 666 B.

As to the loader, the loading efficiency is changing with different

combinations of trucks with the loader itself.



Case 1

(April)

Case 2

(October)

3 x 32 ton

9 x 22.5 ton

3 x 50 ton

5 x 35 ton

2 x 32 ton

8 x 22.5 ton
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It is better for the loader with 4 to 5 cubic metre bucket to work with the

heavy type trucks which have payload of 30 tons or more. There are two

investigation cases made in April and October respectively.

Loading in one hour Loader Loading capacity

CAT 980 C 97.5 m3/h

CAT 980 C 148 m3/h

Figure 9 Different combination offers different capacity

In Case 1, the loader worked at BTF1. The fragmentation of rock was not

very good, and the pile of rock was not concentrated. But in Case 2, the

loader worked at the bottom of the silo, the rock got very good fragmenta-

tion and the rock piled up concentratevely.

These two facts were favourable to loading. Except that, in case 2, more

big trucks were used.

The figures show that because of using more trucks with payload of 32 to

50 tons in Case 2 the loading capacity increased. The Brtfyt loader can also

have higher long-term loading capacity when working with Kiruna truck. 88

m^/h was recorded during a 1000 hour operation.

7.1.3 Keeping a balance of drilling and transportation capacities

It is better to keep a balance of long term capacity between the drill

jumbos and mucking equipment because the two groups of machines have

higher operation costs than the others (see Figure 8). If their working

capacities lose the balance, i t will result in some wastes of time and

money.
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To the dril l jumbo

The "non-stop" drilling capacity can reach 5.55 min/hole or 54 DM/h (per

boom)

The "practical" drilling capacity is about 7-9 min/hole or 33-45 DM/h (per

boom) (see 9).

When two drill jumbos were working at this capacity, they only need

working 7 to 10 hours per day for each jumbo even during the busiest period

of this year (see Figure 17).

* In SFR, although there were three jumbos, often two were drilling and

the third being reserved.

To the loader and trucks

As it has been mentioned above, the full capacity of the loader (CAT

980 C) in a short time is 148 m^/h. At this capacity, the loader must

continue working 11 hours without any interruption in order to match the

drilling capacity of 1,630 m^/day (during the peak time). It was difficult

for the loader to do so.

The subcontractor arranged the mucking properly. It is the common

knowledge that a l i t t le low capacity won't be harmful to the machine but

can keep i t working a long time. That was what the subcontractor wanted

to do. They set the long term capacity of the loader at 70-80 m^/h. The

loader worked 2 or 3 shifts per day. In August, the peak time, three shift

system was adapted. The CAT 980 C worked 90 hours in a week. In some

other months, the CAT worked 15 to 19 hours in a day, 76 hours in a week,

could finish 5,500 to 6,000 m ' rock per week.

From the analysis as above, it was obvious that three jumbos had more

capacity than one loader could have. From the curve of production (see

Figure 10), it can be known that the production increased from March to

August. Because of big chambers and benches the peak period of the

excavation work was during August. The curve began to decline since then.

The work efficiency of the jumbos also tended to decline (see Figure 11).
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Figure 10 The daily production of SFR
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Figure 11 The hourly production of drill jumbos
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Under these circumstances, SFR resolutely decided to reduce one jumbo. It

is expected that two jumbos will stil l be able to finish 5,500 cubic metres

of rock excavation per week that was the normal capacity before. The

machine costs wil l hopefully drop down further.

Figure 12 shows that the costs for tunnelling dropped down month by

month. The main reason was that the machine costs (for tunnelling)

dropped down quite a lot (Fig. 13). The root causes of this were the

decreasing of the costs for three drill jumbos, as well as the decline in the

costs for mucking machines (see Figure 14).

Month

Figure 12 The costs for tunnelling in 1985

90

80

70

60

5O

30

20

Machine Costs ( for tunnelling )

Labour costs Cdrit|i»o • blasting)

Explosive cost

J F M A M J J A S 0 Mon th

Figure 13 Machine costs (for tunnelling) dropped down more than others
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Costs for three driU jumbos
-—»

40

20

to

30
Costs for loaders and trucks

S ° Month

Figure 14 The costs fur drill jumbos and mucking equipment

7.2 How to reduce the labour costs

Reducing the labour costs is a very important task for a project in the

highly industrialized country. The labour costs are even higher at under-

ground projects. The principal way to reduce labour costs is to reduce the

number of workers, to increase the productivity.

7.2.1 Machine replacing man power

Machines are used to replace manpower specially for works which are

heavy, dirty and dangerous. In tunnelling projects, there are several such

jobs - manual scaling, manual bolting, shotcreting with hand-hold nozzle,

and drilling with pneumatic hand-hold dri l l .

A. Mechanized bolting should be employed as much as possible. The

designer should know it well what kind of bolts can be installed by

machine. In SFR, 3.85 m long cement grouted bolts with a diameter of

25 mm are used. The grouted bolts were used for permanent support.

Use the same kind of bolts as much as possible. Only on some special

occasions should other kind of bolts be adapted.

B. Scaling should mainly be done by machine. But manual scaling could'nt

be replaced by machine totally at present. Anyhow, the effect of

mechanical scaling was getting better and better, both time and labour

costs were decreasing (see Figure 15). One of the reasons should be
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mentioned, that was the operator of scaling machine knew more about

the rock than before. Another reason was bench excavation. Tunnel

walls need a l i t t le scaling work, and the rock was better in the area of

the caverns.

A S O Month

Figure 15 The relation between h (the man-hour for scaling) and m^

(rock volume of tunnelling)

7.2.2 Specialized crew

During the construction period of the BT and DT tunnels, the crew of four

could'nt have fixed work to do, sometimes drilling or charging, sometimes

driving trucks or scaling. The result was low uti l i ty of jumbos, as well as

low working efficiency. When more fronts were opened, a change was

made. The crew of three was responsible only for drilling, not charging. As

a result of that change, worker finished drilling faster than before. The

time utilization ratio K increased since February when the specialized

crew was formed (see Figure 17).

7.2.3 Salary system

A new salary system was adopted, i.e. workers were paid by cubic metre. It

encouraged the workers to do more work.
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7.3 What brought the explosive cost down?

The explosive cost is amounted to 14% of the costs for tunnelling in SFR

(Fig. 6 a). Figure 13 shows that the explosive cost was decreasing. There

were several reasons.

A. In the later part of this year, there were many benches and large

tunnel excavation. The specific drilling and specific charging became a

l i t t le smaller.

B. The tunnel workers were divided into several specialized crews. Some

of them were specialized in drilling, some in charging. So they became

more and more skilful. The quality of drilling and charging was getting

better and better.

C. In SFR, only two kinds of explosives were applied to tunnelling, i.e.

Dynamex and Gurit. (But in the silo Emulite was used.) So the workers

could quickly get familiar with the charging technique. Missfire and

underbreak (or overbreak) caused by unproper charging were seldom

seen.

According to the statistics of September, the specific charging dropp-

ed to 1.07 kg/m3 .

8 SOME EXPERIENCE IN CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT

8.1 Geological investigation must go ahead of the rest during the

underground construction

In SFR, geologists closely cooperated with the technicians who were in

charge of designing, construction planning and management. Geologists and

those persons had regular meetings every two weeks, discussing some

problems concerning design and construction, for example, change of the

layout of the tunnels, standard of reinforcement.

During the construction period, geological survey can offer a lot of

detailed and accurate information. Geological mapping that is done after

each round of blasting, and probehole-drilling are the two effective means.

Geologists are good at using their naked eyes to tell what has happened and

what will happen in the rock formation.
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Tunnel workers should learn some geology. With the help of geologists, the

operators of scaling machines began to think how to deal with the rock.

The scaling work got some improvement.

8.2 Effective organization

The construction planning and organization were effective, practical, and

always closely kept up with the new situation. Dispatch of the crew and

equipment was flexible. So the machines and equipment were always kept

busy.

8.3 Well-trained worker team

To keep the well-trained workers working at certain important machines

for longer periods without changing their job is very important for highly

mechanized construction.

8.4 Paying attention to machine service

To build up in-situ workshop and machine service system is extremely

important for a highly mechanized construction. At the same time, some

work also can be done by the contractors or some specialized companies. In

SFR the mechanics were well-trained, universal type repair men. They

knew many kinds of machines, and could do many kinds of repairing. They

acted fast whenever they were asked to do something urgent and where-

ever to go. In the tunnels all the electric switches and cables, as well as

the water or drainage system were always kept in good condition. Dri l l

steel rods and bits were taken care of by an experienced master.

A lot of experience shows that

regular maintenance and repairing

are worth paying for. That can

ensure the machine running more

efficiently. Take the drill jumbo as

an example, the costs for mainten-

ance and repairing was about 36%

of the jumbo running costs. (These

jumbos were three years old.) (See

Figure 16.)

Figure 16
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If the jumbo is used more frequently, the costs for maintenance and

repairing will increase (calculated in SEK) but the costs per cubic metre

will surely decrease. That is just what we want.

From some daily observation, i t can be seen that the break down of the

drill jumbo and the bolting rig is mainly caused by oil (or water) leakage,

break of pipe or sometimes break of steel rod.

Generally speaking, such a kind of parts (like pipe, nipple), so called easy-

worn parts, should be replaced by new parts regularly, so that the down

time could be reduced to a minimum. As to grinding of bits, experience

shows that regular regrinding of bits is necessary. The master checked the

bits very carefully when he was grinding. Sometimes he cut a small groove

on the bit when necessary, so that the bit could drill into rock easier.

8.5 Improve ventilation and traffic road

The traffic road was repaired several times. Later on, an asphalt concrete

road was built, so that the trucks could run faster and the trucks and

rubber tyre could have longer l i fe.

The ventilating system was mainly composed of 1.6 m diameter flexible

ducts, delivering totally about 8,000 cubic metres per minute of fresh air

to the tunnelling fronts. The fan installation included 25 stages of 75 kW

axial flow fans.

In this summer, the ventilation was improved by 6 stages of freeblowing

fans, added in three large rock chambers in order to attain a better dilution

of polluted air.

9 A PRELIMINARY STUDY OF TIME UTILIZATION RATIO OF

DRILL JUMBO

9.1 "Non-stop" drilling capacity and "practical" drilling capacity

The overall drilling capacity may be divided into four individual parts:

net drilling time (that includes drilling time only),
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fixed time (that includes the time for collaring, retraction and

maneuvering of the boom from drillhole to drillhole),

time for changing of bits,

simultaneousness (that concerns about the drilling down time due to

lack of drill operator, and the down time due to unequal distribution of

work between separate rock drills).

According to some observation, the "non-stop" drilling capacity, i.e. the

drilling capacity at net drill time plus fixed time, and plus the time for

changing of bits, can reach 5.55 min/hole per boom, or 54 DM/hour, or 30

m^/hour per boom if specific drilling is 1.8 DM/m^).

When considering the "simultaneousness", the correction factor is about

0.95. So the "non-stop" drilling capacity of the four boom jumbo should be:

30 x 4 x 0.95 = 114 m3/hour

When considering two kinds of lost time:

Fixed lost time, e.g. the driving in and out of drill jumbo, connecting

and disconnecting water and electricity, setting up of drill jumbo,

marking of round.

Incidental lost time, e.g. breakdown of machine, some disturbances.

The "practical" drilling capacity of the jumbo is about

33 DM/hour (per boom), or 18.5 m'/hour (per boom)

or 70 m^/hour (for four boom jumbo). (If specific drilling is 1.8

DM/m3.)

* These figures were true of the practice for the first half year. After

August, because of a lot of bench drilling and well management, the

"practical" drilling capacity was increased to 42-45 DM/hour (per

boom) or 100-110 m^/hour (for a jumbo).
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9.2 The definition of the time utilization ratio K

K = Lo

Tc - Calculated productive time of jumbo, i.e. during that time the drill

jumbo is running at "non-stop" drilling capacity to finish certain

amount of work.

Tp - Practical productive time of jumbo, i.e. during that time the dril l

jumbo is running at "practical" drilling capacity to finish the same

amount of work.

Usually Tp was recorded in the "Daily production Report". But we

use the mean value per day instead and deduct the meal and coffee

break from it.

During 1985, the jumbos worked at different tunnels. They had different

specific drilling.

To simplify the calculation, three different values of the specific drilling

are given to different periods:

From Jan. - March specific drilling = 1.8, so "non-stop" capacity = 114 m^/

April - June specific drilling = 1.7, so "non-stop" capacity = 120.7

Aug. - Oct. specific drilling = 1.6, so "non-stop" capacity = 128.2

Now, the "T c " and K can be calculated as following:

TP
m^/day

Jan.

12.85

659

Feb.

13.94

737

March

16.63

11.13

April

16.21

1383

May

19.48

1257

June

19.9

1368

Aug.

13.60

1630

5ept.

17.47

1389

Oct.

13.44

1409

Tc 5.78 6.46 9.76 11.45 10.41 11.33 12.7 10.83 11.

Specific drilling 1.8 specific drilling 1.7 specific drilling 1.6
"non-stop" capacity "non-stop" capacity "non-stop" capacity
114 120.7 128.2

K 45% 46.4% 58.7% 70.7% 53.5% 57% 93.5% 62% 81.8%

Figure 17 The time utilization ratio of the drill jumbos

(* In Figure 17, Tp and Tc are the mean values of productive time of two

or three jumbos. In SFR, one out of the three jumbos was usually

reserved.)
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10 A PRELIMINARY STUDY OF TIME UTILIZATION RATIO OF

BOLTING RIG

Using the similar definition as above (see 9), the bolting rig has two

different capacities:

"Non-stop" bolting capacity

"Practical" bolting capacity

According to observation, the "non-stop" bolting capacity is about 6

bolts/hour, the "practical" bolting capacity is about 20-25 bolts/shift.

(* 7.2 hour for a shift.) That means the time utilization ratio of bolting rig

is about

2 0 - 2 5 = 46 - 58%
6x7.2

During the peak period (from W 35 to W 39), the time utilization ratio is

calculated as following:

Tn/week

Bolts/week

Tc/week

K

W35

9x7.2

223

37.2

57.4%

W36

14 x 7.2

287

47.8

47.5%

W 37

12 x 7.2

249

41.5

48%

W 38

8x7.2

164

27.3

47.5%

W 39

10 x 7.2

247

41.2

57.2%

Figure 18 The time utilization ratio of Promec BH 534
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